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SCB plans dorm cutbacks; Garb irritated
By Pamela Knudson

*
Four days into this Spring
Quarter the Minnesota State
College Board (SCB) met in St.
Paul and passed "in concept"
the proposal that state colleges
should send the sum total of fees
collected for room and board
down to that office for their
dissemination. These funds
would be dispersed on a peroccupied-bed basis.

cumbered by a slack-off in solicit adequate student input
enrollment and hopes to im into the subject, according to
plement a plan which will offset Moorhead State College Student
this decrease in in-coming fees. Senate President Jean Farrand
(jr-Sioux Falls, SD) and also
It failed,
however, to stirred the ire of MSC Housing

Director Elliott Garb, who
responded in a memo to various
MSC and SCB officials:
"It seems rather pointless to
contest, at this time, the loss of
control over funds which we

SCB proposals for dormitory changes
By Murray Cody

Minnesota state college proposed a number of changes.
residence hall programs face The changes were recom
The proposal, authored by major cost increases because of
mended and passed in concept
Norman Dybdahl, vice chan rising fuel prices, increased
by the SCB in order the keep
cellor for administrative af salaries of residence hall em
student cost increases at a
fairs, is in contrast to the ployees and a projected
minimum and to equalize
present practice of sending only decrease in room occupancy
services to students throughout
funds necessary to cover the and in income from invested the system.
costs of debt retirement on monies.
college buildings. The rest was
Earl Herring, vice president
left to be budgeted as the in
Confronted with major cost of Administrative Affairs at
dividual college saw fit.
increases, the State College Moorhead State College,
Board staff, via the Budget and reluctantly endorses the con
The SCB is expecting an ever- F i n a n c e
C o m m i t t e e , cept. He feels that with MSC's
increasing rise in costs en s c r u t i n i z e d o p e r a t i o n a n d
high occupancy we would be

must generate. However, as a
parting observation it seems
that once again we end up with
some hostility on the part of the
individual colleges toward the
Central Office, and I would
assume from the tone of some of
the memos this fall and most
recently, a mutual feeling on
the part of the Central Office."

better off separate from the
other schools, but he realizes
the SCB is responsible for the
whole system and that the
proposal would make it more
equitable for students.

"It is a shame, " he con
tinued, "that no one seems to
take the time to more fully
explain the problems of the
Central Office to the individual
colleges, and the Central Office
does not seem to take the time
to more fully understand the
For the residence hall program, problems of the individual
the SCB staff recommends:
colleges."
Garb also stated in his letter
that the re-routing of funds
+ +Fuel and utility costs to based on theSCB formula would
be paid from a central pool of cut his Resident Assistant
monies, with no impact on Budget by $20,000, or ap
operating funds available to a proximately one-third. The staff
school.
would have to be reduced by 20
positions.
++Custodial positions to be
made available to each school
"There was an outrage last
on the basis of 1 for every 150 October or November regar
occupied beds. Since building ding increases," said Farrand,
space for every bed is similar in "but the SCB thought it had all
the state system, differences d i e d d o w n . T h e y ' v e j u s t
will appear only if students are whipped this thing up since
dispersed within the residence then."
halls.
"Dille claimed that everyone
+Maintanance positions to be knew about this, but Garb
made available on the basis of 1 maintained that none of the
for every 400 occupied beds to a students knew about it," she
added.
school.
Besides a lack of student
-f-Other personnel to be participation in the decision,
provided for on the basis of $90 Farrand said another reason
for every occupied bed, which f i n a l a p p r o v a l s h o u l d b e
includes student help, resident delayed is the bill currently
advisors,counselors and others. before the Legislature which
directs the State to pay rent on
-fEach college to recieve the buildings used for other pur
full cost of private telephones poses besides resident hall
for students, providing student purposes, for which they were
originally constructed. On
payments equal the cost.
MSC's campus, this would be
+A11 other supplies to be M u r r a y C o m m o n s , o n c e
provided at the rate of $50 for designed to provide food service
to resident students.
every occupied bed.
Farrand and Garb both
+Non-room and board in .^Continued on Page 7
come, which is less the debt
service expenses required to be
paid to bond holders for the
year, to be returned to the
colleges, along with the above
service payments.

paging thru...

+The computing of occupied
bed rates with higher
recognition for the higher per
bed cost of single rooms or
double rooms used as asingle
over double rooms. The value
would be increased to 120 per
cent of a double.
The staff also recommended
that each school be required to
finance salary increases for
other personnel within the $90
alio ted for every occupied bed.

SpringfQuarter Schedule Addition
101 Puddle Jumping: Sometimes called "shooting the rapids," this course is an in-depth study on methods used to
wade through the Moorhead State College Boundary Canoe Waters. Sloshing, hydroplaning, balancing on breaking
ice (see photo above) and shoe waterproofing treatments will all be discussed. Prerequisite: a case of water on the
knee or consent of instructor Dr. Noah Flood. Photo by Bruce Crummy.

They also noted that
residence hall budgets would be
reviewed at the start of Fall
Quarter 1975 to adjust
allocations to actual occupancy
rates.

Some college students are
eligible for food stamps. To
find cut if you can lower your
grocery bill, check F age & for
further details.

Problems or complaints that
relate to school? Let the
Ombudsmen's Council help you
figureout an answer on Page 6.
If you have the acting bug,
four MSC Speech-Theatre
students can tell you what it's
like to be on TV commercials.
Turn to Page 8 for an account
of their experiences with local
television.
Vince Jackson, a MSC Track
Team member, is featured this
week in the Sports section.
Turn to Page 10 to learn more
about Vince.
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events calendar
Thursday, March 20
7-9 p.m.—Student Recreation Free Swimming—Nemzek Pool
6:30 p.m.—German Club Dinner—Newman Center
Friday, March 21
6:30 p.m.—Faculty-Staff Swimming—Nemzek Pool
9 p.m.—Friday Night Film Club: Evening of Shorts— Union Fireside
Lounge.
9 a.m.-2 a.m.—Caesar's Palace—Comstock Union Ballroom
Saturday, March 22
1 p.m.—Women's
Fieldhouse

Badminton:

MSC

vs.

Mayville

State—Nemzek

1-5 p.m.—Student Recreation Free Swimming—Nemzek Pool
March 24-April 4
Senior Art Exhibit: Diana Geisinger & Kurt Pederson — titled "The End
of an Error — The Beginning of A Decade" — Union Art Gallery

author-priest
speaks Tuesday
at UCM House

WINE SALE

AMERICAN AND IMPORTED WINE
(ONE DAY ONLY)

Moorhead State College
students and faculty are invited
to hear and visit with a widelytraveled author and priest from
the Church of England at a
public program 2 to 3:30 p.m.,
Tuesday, March 25, at the
United Campus Ministry
(UCM) House.

Monday, March 24
8 p.m.— Monday Night Out — Wooden Nickel
Tuesday, March 25
8 p.m.—Medical Technology Meeting — King Biology Auditorium 110
8 p.m.—SUPB Concert: Alex Harvey & His Band — Comstock Union
Ballroom
Wednesday, March 26
10 a.m.—Convocation — Comstock Union Lounge
7 & 9p.m—SUPB Film Series: Ryan's Daughter— Weld Auditorium

meetings calendar

He is Rev. Canon Bryan
Green, a graduate of London
University, who has held such
church posts as curacy in
London, chaplaincy in the
Oxford Pastorate at Oxford
University, vicar of churches in
Crouch End and Brompton and
chaplain at a signals group
headquarters in London during
World War II.

An executive of the College of
Preachers and a member of the
Thursday, March 20
Archbishops' Council on
4 p.m.—International Students Committee — Owens C
Evangelism, he has presided
Monday, March 24
over diocesan and university
3 p.m.—General Studies Committee — Owens B
missions around the world and
4 p.m.—Student Senate Meeting — Union Senate Chambers
Tuesday, March 25
preached and lectured in
4 p.m.—Research Committee — Owens B
Canada, Ceylon, Honolulu,
Wednesday, March 26
South Africa, Southern
10 a.m.—Tri College Committee — Owens B
Rhodesia and Jamaica.
1 p.m.—Council on Student Affairs — Owens C
Currently on a 3-week visit to'
The Minnesota Public In Minnesota, Canon Green will be
terest Research Group speaking on such questions as:
(MPIRG) Office, located in the "Why doIneed the Church to be
Comstock Memorial Union a Christian?", "How do I deal
Activities Room, is open from 12 with doubt?" and "Is real faith
noon to 4 p.m., Monday through merely fantasy?"
United Campus Ministry is
Thursday.
located at 1313 9th Ave. S.

announcements

SATURDAY, MARCH 22nd

POPEYE'S *)FF SALE
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FS backs new MBA
Degree Program
By Lynne Bell
A joint Faculty-Student
Senate meeting opened Spring
Quarter college government
proceedings. The two groups
met in small groups for about
an hour, discussing faculty
evaluations, Homecoming and
other concerns.
A Faculty Senate business
meeting followed, with the main
topic of business being approval
of a proposed Masters Degree of
Business Administration.
The proposal, which has been
approved by the Council on
Curriculum and Instruction and
is being forwarded to the State
College Board, was developed
by the Business and Economics
departments. It was proposed
as a night school program,
aimed mainly at business

people who probably have an
undergraduate degree in some
other field.
Dr. Robert Hanson, vice
president of Academic Affairs
who presented the program,
said that the MBA is the fastest
growing graduate degree in the
country. He feels, since there is
no other MBA program in the
area, this has a good chance of
being self-supporting. At least
15 students are expected to
enroll in the 3-year program the
first year.
This program was developed
with the aid of many local
businessmen, who feel there is a
need for such a program. Dr.
Hanson emphasized this will not
be a research oriented
program, but will concentrate
on practical applications.

Spring Quarter Interviews At The Career Planning & Placement Office.

Company

Date

F. W. Woolworth
Day tons', Fargo
Good Samaritan Society

March 20
March 21
March 31

Burroughs-Welcome Co.
April 2
(Pharmaceutical firm)
Cargill
Unknown
Haskins & Sells
Unknown
Peat, Marwick & Mitchell Unknown

Majors Required
All Majors
Business for Mgmt. Trainees
All Majors (Primarily Business
Social Service)
All Majors
All Business
Accounting
Accounting

We know of additional firms that will be added to this list. Check with the
Career Planning & Placement Office, Owens 210, weekly for information
concerning additional recruiting activity.
Note:
In order to have interviews with the above companies you must
have an active file with the Career Planning & Placement Office. Sign up
sheets for individual interviews for each company a r e placed on our bulletin
board two weeks prior to the recruiting date. A new recruiting list will be
made up each quarter throughout the school year.

announcements
The Student Senate will
sponsor a bus to the MSCSA
Legislative Affairs Day in St.
Paul on Thursday, Arpil 3. The
only personal cost is for meals.
Gov. Wendell Anderson
is
scheduled to meet with students
as well as chairmen of com
mittees that are considering
legislation of interest to college
students. Deadline for signing
up is Tuesday, April 1.
There will be a meeting of all
Medical Technology majors at 8
p.m.,March 25, in Biology Hall
Auditorium, Room 110.
Dr. C. V. Bologna, pathologist
at St. Ansgar Hospital in
Moorhead, will speak on "The
Supportive Role of the Medical
Technologist to the Pathologist
and Physician." Medical
Technology Interns from St.
Luke's Hospital in Fargo will be
present also to speak and an
swer questions about the year of
internship and the supportive
role of the college curriculum.
The Clinical Chemical
Technologist Certification and
other items will be discussed.
Anyone interested in being a
Group Leader for next fall's
orientation program should
pick up an application form
either at the Student Activities
Office, Student Advisor's Office
or Et Cetera Shop. All
applications are due March 21.
The Kay Feeney (jr-Enderlin,
ND), clarinet, and Susan
Easthouse (jr-New Hope),
woodwinds, recital, originally
scheduled for March 26, has
been postponed until April 16.

205 Bdwy.— Fargo

* T H I S W E E K
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THE ROCKIN' SOUNDS OF

IMAGINE
THAT

THURSDAYFRIDAY-SATURDAY A

k

NEXT WEEK

THE MAN IN BLACK

Ask your jartender.

McDonald's0

Where the fish are
really worth biting.

ftPr*t

I

|

McDonald's has the best fish story in town! Our
filet o' fish sandwich is a meal on a bun. A
generous fish filet with special sauce, tangy
cheese and a freshly toasted bun. Try it. .

220 8th St. S-Moorhead McDonald's
North of West Acres-Farg
2424 So. University Drive—Fargo

Let a little Georgia Moon shine in your life.
in your orange juice... in your tomato juice... or in your hat.
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editorial
By Janis Archer
With the rapid approach of spring, the chances of ever
seeing a student ice skating on the Union Plaza "rink" are
not likely. For this winter anyway.

TEPLEy

Last summer it was announced that the newly sculptured
land immediately west of the Student Union would be
flooded come below zero temperatures. A tartan ramp was
to be provided for easy access to the rink from the doors of
the Union.
The flooding did take place, but the rest of the speculation
made during the heat of the Moorhead summer did not
crystalize.
A tartan ramp did not appear and, more importantly, the
skaters did not appear. What happened to the bright
scarves and merry laughter usually seen and heard on
skating rinks in the winter?
The snow that fell after the rink was flooded was never
adequately cleared. It was allowed to sit for days before
campus plows bared the ice underneath.
No one ever informed students they could skate there, no
signs were posted, no organizations publicized it.
The poor student who helped pay the $60,000 for the Plaza
rejuvenation program was reminded of that money only
when he slipped on the snow covered ice on his way through
the site.
Hopefully the Union Plaza will serve another purpose for
its high cost. We'll see it this spring when all the snow and
ice melt — will the Plaza provide adequate drainage for the
puddle problems of the past?
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letters
Dear Editor,
The Advocate's support in last week's
(March 13) editorial was deeply appreciated
as was the support of all my friends during
the student election. The only thing that
bothers me now is that SUPB received no
encouragement for the new year whatsoever,
other than from the Advocate and friends.
That makes me ask — Is SUPB important?
If so, then shouldn't it have support and en
couragement from faculty, administrators
and campus organizations?
Thanks Advocate for supporting SUPB by
focusing in on us. You especially did your part
to help incite interest during the elections.
Now we have to try to do ours, but without
knowing if anyone else cares if we exist.
Sincerely,
LeAnn Kuntz, President; Marilyn Maus,
Executive Treasurer; Paula Steussy,
Executive Secretary of the Student Union
Program Board.

To the Editor, MSC students, faculty and
staff:
During Winter Quarter tuition payment
days, a group of MSC students had set up a
booth collecting money to send to people in
need in different areas around the world. We
collected a total of $1,500 from the students,
faculty and staff during those few days. The
money received was divided four different
ways to be given directly to people in need.
Parts of the money went to the Catholic
World Relief Fund, to the Lutheran World
Relief Fund and then also to the Lutheran
Brethren World Missions, (headquarters in
Fergus Falls.) The $540 that was given to
them was delivered in January to leaders of
the Lutheran Brethren churches in Chad and
Cameroun, Africa, by Rev. Robert
Overgaard, Executive Secretary of Foreign
Missions.

Last week we received a letter and a pic
ture from these people in Africa and would
like to share this with the students. One of the
things that most students were worried about
was whether or not their money would really
get to someone where it would do some good.
Well, we can say happily, that it did. Here is
the picture of Rev. Overgaard delivering the
check to Rev. Thomas Wanman, president of
the Lutheran Bretheren Church of Cameroun
and Rev. Paul Saibou, president of the
Lutheran Bretheren Church of Chad.
In the letter, they said that the money will
be distributed by the church directly to the
villages in greatest need. The church leaders,
Rev. Saibou and Rev. Wanman were
"especially appreciative of a gift coming
from students at MSC." Saibou said, "It is
like a gift from strangers, we appreciate such
a gift, especially from students."
Lutheran Bretheren mission activities
center in an area about half of the size of the
state of North Dakota located in northern
Cameroun and southern Chad. The drought
has been most severe at the northern edge of
this region, but there are several pockets
where there has been total crop failure again
this past year. Extensive relief operations by
various governments and church agencies
have madesomeimpact, but the distribution to
the villages is difficult. The Moorhead States
College student gift will be spent entirely in
the villages erf greatest need.
This is basically what the letter said and we
just wanted to share it with those students
who donated money. Your money did get
there and is being used the way you intended
it to be.
Our thanks to all of you who participated in
the collection.
Sincerely, Linda Rubis, Dan Smith, Mark
Saline, Tim Rubis, Steve Gulsvig and other
concerned MSC students.

ADVOCATE
The Moorhead State College Advocate is published weekly by Moorhead
State College, Moorhead, MN, during the academic year, except during
Iquarter breaks and vacation periods. Opinions expressed herein are not
necessarily those of the college administration, faculty or student body.
Advocate editorials express the opinions of this newspaper's editor, unless
they aresigned as being written by another person.
Editorial offices are located on the ground floor, northside Comstock
Memorial Union. Phone numbers are 236-2551 or 236-2552. The Advocate is
prepared for publication by the Lakes Publishing Co., Detroit Lakes, MN.,
and printed in Hawley, MN.
'

Before it can be considered for publication, any story or feature material
turned into The Advocate must be: (a) typewritten on one side of paper only;
(b) with typewritten lines 65 spaces wide and (c) double-spaced between!
lines.

>>

Both an original and a carbon copy must be turned in. Noon the Monday
before is the deadline formaterial to be published Thursday of that week, with
the exception of want ads and display ads which will be accepted later at the
discretion of the editor.
Letters to the editor are encouraged. They must be submitted typed, in
accordance with the instructions above and cannot be over one-and-a-half
pages long. They must be signed by their author. The Advocate reserves the
right to edit letters for length, without destroying the writer's major thesis,
| and to correct obvious spelling, style and grammatical errors.

"8>*

^

-

, I.., „

From left to right: Rev. Robert Overgaard, Rev. Thomas Wanmam and Rev. Paul Saibou.
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classifieds
FOR SALE
FOR SALE: Queen-size water
bed, elevated frame, heater, safety
liner, etc. 8 months old. Call 293-6109.
Ask for Geinert or Rowdy Saude.
FOR SALE: Electric guitar and
Kalamazoo amplifier. Real good
shape. $90, or best offer. Call Emory
at 236-5691.
FOR SALE: Kustom— Altec P.A.,
columns and base ampspeaker
bottom for rock band. Hardly used.
Must sell now. Call Chris at 237-7836.
FOR SALE: Vis. Com. students.
Save$$. 35 mm. Ektachrome X slide
film. Daylight, ASA 64. Only $1.80 for
a 20-exposure roll. See Dave at the
Advocate (2551) or 657 Nelson
(3477).
FOR SALE: 15-speed bicycle, car
carrier for bike and accessories.
Call Tom on campus at 236-3863.

2001 Sex
Odyssey not
a movie
2001 Sex Odyssey is not a new
movie, but rather a program
sponsored by the Moorhead
State College Human Sexuality
Committee March 21-22, in the
Comstock Memorial Union TV
Lounge.
Libby and Keith Olstad from
the University of Minnesota will
head this seminar focusing on
current and projected changes
in masculine-feminine images
and the implications of these
trends.
The Olstads' will present an
open dialogue on this topic 3-5
p.m. March 21. Their general
presentation will include both
personal opinions and ex
periences as well as more ob
jective, informative material.
March 22 will consist of a
more concentrated and in
dividualized workshop on
sexual images running from 10
a.m.-12 noon, 1-2:30 p.m. and 34:30 p.m. Through group in
teraction, discussion, histories
and inventories, personal
feelings and behavior con
cerning masculine-feminine
images will be closely
examined. Pre-registration for
the Saturday workshop is ad
vised and can be done at the
Student Activities Office or the
Personal Growth Center.
The entire program is
scheduled for the CMU TV
Lounge and is free.

WINE
DOMESTIC

JUG — BYTHE CASE
(STRAWBERRY OR APPLE)
SANGROLE
CHERRY SWINGER

IMPORTED

^JACQUE BONET COLD DUCK'
ROSE' LAMBRUSCO
YAGO SANT'GR IA
| WEDDING VEIL LIEBFRAUMILCH]

NEW

FOXFIRE PLUM VELVET
I.S.C. ALMOND SHERRY
Liquor-Wine-Cordials
Beer-lce-Munchies
Always Personalized Service

"ROUNDHOUSE"
94 LIQUORS
12th Ave. S. & Old Hiway 52
236-9494 — Moorhead

FOR SALE: Viking 811, made by
Telex, 8-track recorder-player deck
for home stereo. Muntz 8-track car
stereo. 8-track carrying case. 27 8track tapes (can be re-recorded).
Two 8-track pre-recorded tapes. Call
3440.

PERSONALS
SKI TOURING at Sundog, Besida,
MN, 56625. Best of season coming
up. Great trails and scenery. Low
rates. Groups up to 30. Write or call:
1 218 854-7380, 854-7322.
C A E S A R ' S
P A L A C E :
"Recreating the Roaring Twenties."
Friday evening, 9 a.m.-2 a.m. CMU.
Bring your ID.

THE ROARING 20'S: The wildest
era in our history. Brought back
Friday evening in the CMU. Bring
your ID.

IT'S A BIRD. It's a plane. It's the
Yoga Lady. 4:30 p.m., Friday, in the
CMU TV Lounge. Free.

PERSONAL: C. K. The
Lady is back again. L.L.

ATTENTION
EVERYBODY!
She's back! The Yoga Lady is here
every Friday at 4:30 p.m. in the
CMU TV Lounge. Free.

Yoga

ATTENTION HOODLUMS AND
FLAPPERS: Friday's the day to
dress up for Caesar's Palace in the
CMU. The wildest night of the year.

GAMBLING, DANCING, Big
Band musid, movies, games, auc
tions. All of it's free at Caesar's
Palace, Friday night in the CMU.

WANTED
WANTED: Good aluminumm
canoe, new or used. Call 3673.
WANTED: More girls to par
ticipate in Synchronized Swimming
Program. First practice 2 p.m.,
Friday, March 21 at Nemzek Pool.
Any interested girls, with or without
previous experience, are welcome.
For more information call 236-3663.

ROOMMATES
ROOMMATE WANTED: Male,
starting June 1. Basement apart
ment 3 blocks north of Nemzek. $55 a
month, utilities paid. Call 233-7376
between 5-7 p.m.
WANTED: Two female room
mates to share 2-bedroom apart
ment 6 blocks from MSC. Available
April 1. $50 rent. Call 236-2707.

RIDES
RIDE WANTED: Ride to Grand
Forks tomorrow (March 21) and
return Sunday, March 23. Will help
pay for gas. Call 236-3187 and leave
message.

r 4:

-

.,

r

ir

LOST
LOST: A brown suede billfold with
a small pocket on the side. If found
please call Julie at 3510. Reward.
LOST CAT: Young female, gray
with white markings and ringed tail.
North Moorhead. Call 233-4089 if
found.

TYPING
NEED A PAPER TYPED? 50
cents a page. Call Barb at 236-7521
after 5 p.m.

(bif

iy§^

The answer is right in front of

SELL ADS

for the

YOU

ADVOCATE

236-2551.
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official bulletin
(Students and staff are urged to read the Official Bulletin as they are
answerable for notices that affect them. Notices must be received by 10 a.m.
the Monday prior to the Thursday publication date and be sent type-written
to "Official Bulletin," MSC Registrar's Office. Owens Hall. Except tor
certain notices of unusual importance, they will be printed only once.)
1
—
Don Engberg,
Registrar

eligible off-campus students
may apply for food stamps
By Lynnette Haug
Several Moorhead State
College students living offcampus may be eligible to apply
for food stamps, according to
Welfare Director Paul Sundberg of the Clay County
Welfare Board.
"Eligibility regulations
depend, of course, on the
number of people living in a
particular household and the
guidelines vary with each in
dividual case," says Sundberg.

PASS-NO CREDIT: . .The deadline for applying for pass-no credit grading is
4 p.m., Monday, March 24. Forms are available at the Admissions and
Records Office windows. Students who are sophomores or above may elect
one course per quarter (to a maximum of 24 credits) to be graded as pass-no
credit ("S" or no entry).
SPRING QUARTER CALENDAR: Because of unforeseen conflicts, the
calendar for the final week of Spring Quarter 1975 will be altered as follows:

living in Fargo must make
arrangements with the Cass
County Welfare Board. Applications for food stamps will
be taken at any time.

Those who want additional
information concerning their
own eligibility should contact
the Clay or Cass County welfare
agencies.

Tuesday-Thursday, May 20-22 — Final Class-Examination Period
Friday, May 23 — Commencement for 1974-1975 Academic Year
This change involves a shortening of Spring Quarter 1975-by one day in order
to move commencement from Saturday to Friday.

problems or complaints?

ombudsmen seek tosolve conflicts
By Glenn Gullickson

Phil Powell thinks students
should have an organization
where they can take college
problems and complaints that
concern them. The Om
budsman's Council, which he
heads, serves just that purpose
at Moorhead State.
Powell (sr-Moorhead)
describes the Councilasan"intermediary that uses informal
channels to resolve conflicts
between various elements of the
The Clay County Welfare
college community."
Board was recently advised by
Intrigued by the idea of such
Sundberg of two new food stamp
an
organization, Powell's
regulations pertaining to
student applicants. First, a original investigation was to
student will not be eligible for probe the funding of the
food stamps if he receives more Courtesy Bowl, the annual
than half of his income from a football clash between
household which is not eligible Moorhead State and Concordia.
for food stamps. Also, a student
The Council was formally
is not eligible if his parents established in 1972, as a stan
claim him as an exemption on ding committee of the Student
their income tax forms.
Senate. Since then its members
have developed a wide range of
Eligible students may set up contacts. If a student has a
an appointment with die Clay complaint, Powell says "we
County Welfare Board if they know where to go." The Council
wish to apply. Those students
will either work directly on the

If a student's income is $210 or
more a month he is not eligible
to apply. Sundberg gave this
hypothetical example: If a
student living alone in an
apartment makes $100 a month,
he can receive $46 worth of food
stamps for $18. If this same
person were to make $200 a
month he could receive food
stamps worth $46 for $36.

EASTER CARDS

The Fresh Idea Company . . .

CARD AND GIFT SHOP
The gift shop in West Acres.

SPRING CALENDAR: The following dates should be observed for the
Spring Quarter 1975.
Monday, March 24—Last day to add classes; last day to apply for pass-no
credit option.
Thursday, March 27 — Last classday beforeholiday recess.
Monday, March 31 — Classes resume.
Wednesday, April 16 — Spring Quarter Midterm.
Thursday, May 8 — Deadline for withdrawing from classes.
Tuesday-Thursday, May 20-22 — Final class schedule.

problem or send the student to
someone who can help.
Currently Roxanne Guck (frRandall) and Dwayne Radel
(jr-Wabasso) serve with Powell
on the Council. Radel takes care
of administration duties, the
most important being the
maintenance of a file of college
offices and organizations that
can be referred to for helping
solve a problem. Powell
describes Guck and himself as
the "legs" of the operation.
The Council has three main
duties.
It will investigate matters for
the Student Senate. Powell sees
this as an important function
because many senators either
do not have the interest, time or
resources to investigate
thoroughly all issues they are
asked to reach decisions on.
Too, the Ombudsman's Council
can investigate a problem
without the bias that a senator
might have for a pet project.
The Council will also make
recommendations to the Senate
based on evidence collected.
The second function of the
Ombudsman's Council is the
resolution of problems and
complaints made by faculty and
staff as well as students. "We
can handle their complaints as
well as student complaints,"
Powell says of the service,
which has been used by faculty
and staff.
The Council's third function is
to act as a watchdog or alerting
agency. Powell says the Council
tries to spot things of potential
interest and protect students'
welfare. An example of this is
investigation of Student Ac
tivity Fee accounts.
The Council also tries to
improve communications on the
MSC Campus. One student who
came to the Council complained
that a teacher had threatened to
kick him out of school. Powell
visited the instructor who had
not meant to give that im
pression. The instructor later
apologized to the class, in which
the remark was made, for the

misunderstanding.
Powell considers the for
mation of the Student Worker
Grievance Committee the
Ombudsman's Council's most
important task during Winter
Quarter.
The Committee is an
outgrowth of dormitory desk
workers' complaints of job
insecurity.
The desk workers, who are
hired and fired by resident hall
directors felt they had no,
protection against the fiat of
their bosses. They also were
afraid of making a protest
thinking that they could lose
their job as a result.
The Council will also be
looking for new members
during Spring Quarter. Ap
plications will be taken through
April 7. Students selected and
approved by the Student Senate

will spend the rest of the
quarter in training for next
year.
Students interested in serving
on the Council should contact
Powell through Moorhead
State, Box 266.
The same box number can be
used for complaints. Powell can
also be contacted through the
Student Senate office in the
Comstock Memorial Union,
phone 236-2150.
Student Senate President
Jean Farrand has high praise
for the Ombudsman's Council.
"Any kind of hassle a student
has, the Council can look into
it," she says. "The Council is
very valuable to the Student
Senate," Farrand says because
it can give both sides of an issue
as well as be a watchdog for the
student body.

Sunday Special

40
OFF REGULAR
ON THESE

THREE STEAKS
(I.D.'s must be shown)

—

NO TIPPING

'COME AS YOU ARE"

8V2OZ. NEW YORK

Cut, reg. $2.79
7oz. TOP SIRLOIN
reg. $2.39
15oz. T-BONE STEAK
reg. $3.79
These steaks are
grilled to your order, and
include tossed salad,
your choice of dressing,
baked potato and Texas
toast!

bonrnzs
SIRLOIN FIT
2515 S. University Drive
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MSC housing costs (con't. from P.l)
agreed that an increase in
housing costs is inevitable.
(Figures point to an ap
proximation somewhere bet
ween $75 and $150 per year.)
And both seem to feel that the
increase should be upped if it
means saving the current RA
program intact.
"I think the students would be
willing to pay a little more to
save some of the things they like
about dorm living," said the
Senate president.
Developing relationships,
providing a community living
atmosphere and educational
advantages in dorm living were
emphasized in Farrand's push
for the RA program.
Said Garb: "With the new
funding formula and thus the

new ratio, it would seem that
the RA's will once again be
forced back into a control
function. They will no longer be
able to establish
the
relationships necessary to bring
about that sense of community
which is necessary to maintain
the delicate balance we have
been able to develop."
He continued: "The biggest
fallacy in the whole approach is
that we are to compete with the
off-campus market on a facilityfor-facility basis. Who wants to
rent one-half
of a
10-foot
by 17-foot room with a bathroom
down the hall for $70 per month?
Our strengths are not in com
peting with the off-campus
market, but in providing op
portunities which are not
available off-campus. Without

S S ok's MSCSA plan
and Liquor-on-Campus Bill
By Julie Johnson

The Moorhead State Student
Senate put its unanimous
backing behind the complete
Minnesota State College
Student Association (MSCSA)
Legislative Program and en
dorsed the University Status
and Liquor-on-the-campus bills
at its March 17 meeting.
In other business, at the first
meeting presided over by new
Senate President Jean Farrand
(jr-Sioux Falls, SD), senators
also approved the $8,290 budget
she proposed the Senate seek
from the Student Activity Fee
Budget Committee (SAFBC)
for 1975-76 operations.
The University Status Bill
proposes changing the
designation of Minnesota's
seven state colleges to state
universities. It would require
the colleges, as a system, to
provide one or more post
graduate degrees and en
courage them to offer doctoral
programs. The State College
Board (SCB) voted to back this
bill on March 14.
A hearing was held by the
Senate Labor and Commerce
Committee March 18 at the
State Capitol, where lobbyists
tried to convince Sen. Baldy
Hanson, committee chairman,
who is violently opposed to the
name change, according to
Farrand.
Other bills -included in the
MSCSA Program are:
minimum wage for college
students, human rights
protections, referendum on the
Minnesota State Constitution,
loosening of marijuana
penalties, restricting fees
imposed on college students, a
legal counseling program for
students, rent notice
requirements, mandatory
bicycle registration and
establishment of a superboard
to govern all Minnesota posthigh-school educational in
stitutions.

Dr. Harlan Geiger
Dr. James
McAndrew
OPTOMETRISTS
CONTACT LENSES
515 1st Ave. N.
Pb: 235-1292

The Senate's 1975-76 Budget,
as proposed by Farrand, is $790
more than the allocation
granted the Senate for the
current fiscal year but $3,510
less than last spring's proposed
budget.
In other business, senators:
-(-Formally endorsed the four
proposed new bylaws for the
MSC Constitution, that were
backed by a majority of voters
in the Feb. 19 Student Body
Election, and sent Dr. Dille a
memo asking him to support
them when they are considered
at the next SCB meeting;

the staff to do this, we cannot
provide those opportunities."
The proposal calling for a
custodial staff ratio of 1:150
occupied beds is "inadequate,"
said Garb. "This ratio means a
reduction of 50 per cent of our
custodial staff."
As yet, the formulas are
unclear and unresolved. Under
the auspices of the Minnesota
State College Student
Association (MSCSA), a task
force has been set up to study
the problem with Steve
Hegranes (sr-Moorhead)
heading the group.
The
deadline for recommendations
is April 14.
"I am beginning to un
derstand the enormity of the
economic problems involved,"
commented Garb. "However, I
do not believe that these funding
formulas are the answer for us;
they may be for the Central
Office, but not for us, and in the
long run not for the students
who live in our residence halls."
"The problem, is: where do
you draw the line between
services and costs — that's the
whole idea," said Farrand.
But Garb concluded with the
unsettling thought: "It is
conceivable that students will
be paying more money for less
services."

HARDWARE

1
3 GREAT 10-SPEEDS
FOR ACTION & FUN!
STORES
OPEN
EVES

(

SPORTING GOODS

MHD
SUN
1 1 TO 5

From Coast to coast, Schwinn is the
leader! Offering twelve 10-speed
models...from the economy priced
Varsity Sport to the deluxe Paramount.
All are assembled & custom fitted to you
personally at no extra charge, and
backed by Schwinn's No-Time Limit '
Guarantee...plus Scheels factory trained
service & repairs.

$ 1 2 9 9 s to

s575°°

LESS W/TRADE

Scheels Fix Bikes
...All Kinds!
2. C. ITOH-10 SPEED
Sport Car of Japan
Pack up and go on C. Itoh!
Compare: 19", 21", 23", 25"
frames; cotterless crank; Sun
Tour Derailleur plus front
changer; Twin-Stik shift; Dia
Compte center pull brakes
with safety levers; kickstand;
vibrant colors; chain guard...plus much more.

S139

95

3. PEUGEOT-10 SPEED
Frenchmen's 2nd Love
Here's the pride of France! In
4 frame sizes...Peugeot fits
everyone
from
90
lb.
weaklings
to
275
lb.
linebackers. Has all the
features, plus the "je ne said
quoi only the French can
build into a bike.

s159

95

LESS WITH TRADE-CHARGE IT!
Us* $cheel> 3-Pay Plan with no extra charge...or regular
monthly terms, if you so desire.

-(-Wayne Struble (so-Fargo),
Senate vice president, proposed
new guidelines for the vice
president's duties that were
approved by his fellow senators
(1) to oversee and coordinate
Senate committee activities;
(2) to coordinate the various
Senate service projects; (3) to
serve in a delegate capacity to
those committees and
organizations on which a Senate
representative, especially an
executive officer, is requested
or called for; (4) to assist the
president in her capacities,
especially as an information
gatherer and substitute for her,
and (5) to work with state
legislative affairs;

..and we've done something about it
A young woman who enrolls in Air Force ROTC is eligible to compete for an
Air Force Scholarship that includes free tuition, lab and incidental fees, and
reimbursement for textbooks for her last 2 years of college. In addition, a tax-free
monthly allowance of $100 is paid to both scholarship and non-scholarship cadets
alike.
When she gets her degree, the career as an Air Force officer awaits her,
matching her abilities to a job with rewarding challenges. With benefits like 30
days' paid vacation, good pay, foreign travel and a great place to build a future.

Contact

Major Louis D. Schtndler 237-8186
at

And remember, in the Air Force, you'll be looked up to as well as at.

PUT IT ALL TOGETHER IN AIR FORCE ROTC
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MSC students enjoy commercial successes
Julie Ruhland, broke into the
business in a commercial
directed by Daina Robbins (srEdina) for a television
production class. "I was so
nervous because I thought I'd
look weird, you know, since they

By Donna Bart

Within the past few years,
several actors such as Henry
Fonda, Laurence Olivier and
Joe Namath have been earning
extra money in their spare time
by doing commercials.
However, they are not the only
ones getting into the act. At
Moorhead State College there
are at least four students who
have been suddenly catapulted
into the ranks of commercial"
talent.
Dana Anderson (so-Fargo) is
one of those currently making
his appearance on local
television. Anderson, an
employee at station KTHI
where his commercials were
produced, was drafted into this
work quite unexpectedly.
"Usually Young America (a
West Acres clothing store) uses
its own employees for
commercials," he said, "but in
this case Director Dave Marty
(an MSC graduate) asked for
me."
Anderson said that he was
chosen because of his ability to
react spontaneously in an ad
libbed situation and because he

was willing to work free of
charge.
The commercial, a satire on
game shows entitled "Million
Dollar Name Game," required
many tapings due to the large
amount of technical work
involved.
"What appeared on television
was not exactly what it was like
in production. Instead of using a
set, we were filmed against a
blue background with dollar
signs and the Young America
logo superimposed over the
desk to give it the look of a real
game show. I enjoyed doing it,

but I think I would like to be
involved with the production
end of commercials rather than
the performance part."
The Young America
commercial,"done a month ago,
was Anderson's first. Last
week he completed his second, a
modeling assignment for a West
Acres clothing store. Anderson
thoroughly enjoyed his first
stint at commercial production,
commenting "I'd love to do
more, but what a strange way to
make a living!"
Another Fargo sophomore,

say that being on camera adds
ten pounds to your
appearance."
The 30-second spot for
Northern School Supply
required a half hour to tape and
was also done at KTHI. It
featured Ruhland as a
secretary looking for new office
furniture. Originally, it was
made only for students in the
class but the instructor, Bob
Seigel, felt that it was good
enough to be aired locally.
"If I was paid, I'd like to do
some more," said Ruhland. "I'd
even like to do commercials for
a living, but only on a shortterm basis, not forever."
Renae Saville (fr-Moffit, ND)
and Kris Rudrud (so-Fargo)
were both modeling for
Dayton's when the opportunity
came for them to do
commercials.
"Actually, Renae was the one

final offerings conclude successful Series
By Philip Hilker
Spring could not have been
ushered in any better than with
the last two offerings in this
year's Series for the
Performing Arts. Last
Thursday's (March 13)
performance by the St. Paul
Chamber Orchestra and
Tuesday's (March 18) execution
of Shakespeare's "Two

Gentlemen of Verona" by the
National Shakespeare
Company, prove conclusively
that this program continues to
provide Moorhead State College
with the best performing arts its
money can buy.

obvious that the Chamber
Orchestra had an exciting
evening of music planned for
the nearly-full Center for the
Arts auditorium. Happily, the
opening strains of "Overture"
confirmed those expectations.

As soon as the violinists lifted
their bows to begin Franz
Joseph Haydn's "Overture to
L'amima del filosofo," it was

"Overture" and Haydn's
"Symphony No. 87 in A Major"
provided two good examples of
classical chamber music —
relying on lilting melodies and
the full chamber orchestra
effect. Well executed, these two
pieces were enthusiastically
received by the appreciative
audience.

arts

On the other hand, "Concerto
for Violin and Chamber
Orchestra" by Paul Fetler and
March 17-28—Shiela Bahl and John A. Larson, senior art " F i v e V e r b s ' o f E a r t h
exhibit, CA Gallery, free.
Encircled" by Eric Stokes,
March 22—Open Mike, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, 9-12 were a little harder to like. The
modern music and
p.m., free.
arrangements (especially the
March 24—Monday Night Out, Wooden Nickel Coffeehouse, quadraphonic effect in "Five
8 p.m., free.
Verbs"), gave/these selections
March 25—Alex Harvey, concert, CMU Ballroom, 8 p.m., a smaller audience, those who
could appreciate the intr icacies
free.
March 26—SUPB Films presents Ryan's Daughter, 7 & 9 o f c o m p o s i t i o n a n d
p.m., 50 cents. Sarah Miles and Academy Award winner performance.
John Mills star in this 1970 film hit.
The National Shakespeare
Company, though, had no
trouble in holding its audience
captive through the entirety of
its production, "Two Gentlemen
of Verona." Shakespeare's
lighthearted romp through 16th
century Italy was not only
staged with wit, humor and
.. china, silver, crystal, pictures and lamps.
youthful zest, but in the style
and manner of the Elizabethean
theatre.

who got me involved in doing
this," said Rudrud. "She
became interested and
maneuvered me into it."
Before the commercials,
Saville had been doing
promotions for Dayton's
clothing lines on KXJB-TV's
"Coffee Time" talk show with
Sally Hilleboe.
She was then asked to do
commercials and much to their
surprise it turned into a profitmaking venture for both of the
girls.
"I really like theset-up," said
Rud rud, "since I can work at it
whenever I have free time."
Saville, however, has had to
turn down offers for other
commercials due to the lack of
free time. She has,
nevertheless, managed to get as
much done as possible,
including another Dayton's
promotional spot
just last
week.
With the amount of
experience she has gained by
doing the commercials, Saville
advises all other students
wanting to make commercials
to mention their interest in
modeling to the store managers
when applying for a job. She
added, "If you do one
commercial, your chances will
be greater that you will be able
to do more in the future."

brilliant, full of energy and
comically, if not divinely,
inspired.
Particularly effective were
the irresistable Valentine, the
subtlely-witted fool Speed, the
bawdy maid Lucetta, Launce's
coyly amusing dog Crab and the
effeminately outrageous suitor
Thurio.
Costume and set designs for
this traveling production were
stark, but possessed a 16th
century flavor that added depth
and a touch of Shakespearean
realism to this slightly
modernized production.
For those who attended either
the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra
or the National Shakespeare
Company, or both, spring came
in with a freshness and vivacity
that only the purest and best of
the performing arts can bring.
These were indeed
performances to be
remembered.

JilttceM-

DIAMOND RINGS

REGISTERED FOR
QUALITY-INSURED
FOR SAFETY

Neubarth's
Jewelry
Located for your con
venience in the Moorhead
City Mall.

M Easter Store

We now have a large selection of gifts for the
home.
Also,
many personal gifts for everyone on your list.
Stop In And Browse At

TWCSWwcI-L

SIXTY BROADWAY

HSPlil

Wayne W. Meyers.

Though the play was marred
b y
a
f e w
w e a k
characterizations
(namely
Proteus, who had
terrible
golden California locks and,
despite some ingeniuous
touches of genuine wit, acted
like a refugee from "Beach
Blanket Bingo"), the cast was

310 CEN TER

AVE

MHD, MN

k

DELIVERY

SERVICE

PHONE 233-6181
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Alex Harvey due here March 25
Alex Harvey, the sixth per
former in SUPB's Young Artist
series, will present a free
concert at 8 p.m., Tuesday,
March 25, in the Comstock
Memorial Union Ballroom.
Tuesday, Jericho Harp will also
present two free mini-concerts.
Alex Harvey is one of the
finest singer-songwriters of the
1970's and has made popular
music history with "You Don't
Need A Reason to Sing,"
"Reuben James," "Rings" and
the highly successful "Delta
Dawn."
"Delta Dawn," a hit for
Tanya Tucker, Helen Reddy
and Bette Midler . has been

5gr
o,

SUPB Series free

recorded by at least 65 artists
including Andrew Kostelanetz
and Henry Mancini.

Davis Show," "The Johnny
Cash Show," "In Session" and
"Rolling on the River with
Kenny Rogers and the First
Edition."

Harvey is considered to be in
the same situation as Mac
Davis before being recognized
as a music-artist. Most of his
Prefacing the Alex Harvey
songs are based on personal Concert will be Jericho Harp,
experiences; he feels that it is actually a pair of singerimportant tbboth entertain and guitarists — Jim Thomas and
improve the world, if possible, Tom Schmidt. Together since
through his songs.
1971, they have performed
throughout the midwest, in
The band had become a top cluding the 1974 MSC
college concert attraction and Homecoming, to appreciative
appears regularly in many audiences. Jericho Harp will
prestigious "listening rooms" also present a free mini-concert
across the nation. Alex Harvey at 12:30 p.m. on March 25 in the
has performed on "The Mac CMU Lounge.

o

take
By Bruce R. Miller

CAESAR'S PALACE TO BE FILLED WITH LOOT
Prizes totalling more than $1,000 in value are expected to be
auctioned at this year's Caesar's Palace, according to Steve Shurtz
(jr-Moorhead), Student Union Program Board (SUPB) special
events coordinator.
Shurtz estimates that more than 3,000 students will attend the
Palace, the largest student turnout for any single event at
Moorhead State College. The event, held from 9 p.m. until 2 a.m., is
open to all MSC students.
Events scheduled for Caesar's Palace include blackjack, poker,
roulette and bingo in the main lounge of the Union and free use of
games in the Rec Center. In addition to periodic auctions for prizes
there will be movies in the fireplace lounge, "Gravel Road" in the
Ballroom and MSC Stage Band in the Coffeehouse.
-555—
CHECKING THE CHANNELS
A sterling performance by Jean Simmons, the return of a fine
"Peanuts" cartoon and a dazzling hour-long song and dance show
with Mitzi Gaynor promise to be the hits of this week as television
begins its pre-Easter special programming.

On Monday evening, Mitzi Gaynor, the "South Pacific" gal who
tried to "wash that man right out of her hair," has 100 guys to
contend with on her second special of the year, "Mitzi and a
Hundred Guys." The show, airing on CBS (Channel 4),features all
of the big names in television (including Michael Landon, Bob Hope
and veteran hoofer Jack Albertson) in the "$1,000,000 (Two-LeftFeet, But-Oh-How-They-Try) Chorus." And, as if this isn't a big
changed by Dylan. The Big Girl Now," as well as the enough group to contend with, Mitzi will also be seen performing
By Jeff Baenen
revolutionary had gone bittersweet memories of "If with the University of Southern California Marching Band — a
Establishment-there were no You See Her, Say Hello."
group that should be a little easier to direct. The musical hour
Blood on the Tracks
more heroes.
By Bob Dylan
The music itself of Blood on begins at 8 p.m.
the Tracks is competent, though
Wednesday night proves to be a catastrophe for Peppermint
A contented Bob Dylan is a
Blood on the Tracks harkens faceless. Yet from it arises the Patty's friend Marcie as she tries to boil eggs without the shells for
contradiction in terms. All the
anger and frustration of to the Dylan of the past — voice of a Dylan which has not "It's the Easter Beagle, Charlie Brown." Marcie's shortcomings
"Masters of War" and "Like A restless, discouraged, yet been heard since Blonde on and Linus' insistence that there is an Easter Beagle makes this
Rolling Stone" came from a somehow hopeful. He is the Blonde — self-assured, poetic, "Peanuts" special one of the better ones of the series. The gang
painfully honest Dylan, a Dylan lover who suffers from the malicious ("Idiot wind, blowin' comes to life at 7 p.m. on CBS.
who was not afraid to point a twisted relationships of every time you move your teeth
Immediately following "Easter Beagle," the delightful family of
finger of blame even at his own "Tangled up in Blue." As in — We're idiots, babe — It's a "Thanksgiving Treasurer" and "House without a Christmas Tree"
generation. The humdrum "Simple Twist of Fate," he is wonder we can even feed fame again assembles for another holiday outing, "The Easter
homebody Dylan of New searching eternally for the girl ourselves"). Dylan's rough- Promise." Joining Lisa Lucas, Jason Robards and Mildred NatMorning and Planet Waves was who briefly touched his soul. He edged vocals ring truer than wick in the 90-minute drama is Jean Simmons who plays an
a slap in the face to counUess has experienced the "pain that ever.
alcoholic actress returning to Nebraska to tend to family matters.
people whose very life had been stops and starts" of "You're A
Dylan may or may not be the Needless to say, Lucas can not leave well enough alone and in
greatest living poet. His volves not only herself but her family as well with Simmons'
mistakes include banalities problem. The touching story, superbly acted, starts at 7:30 p.m. on
("They say the darkest hour is CBS.
FREE CONCERT
right before the dawn"), an
overblown melodramatic
narrative of the Old West en
titled "Lily, Rosemary and the
Jack of Hearts" and vague
rhymes ("Little red wagon,
little red bike — I ain't no
monkey, but I know what I
like"). Despite the opinions of
Rolling Stone, Dylan is not
Dante.
For Service Call 235-2823 from 7 a.m.-11 p.m.

discussion

Alex Harvey

ENDING

Yet the fact remains: Dylan
has come to our rescue. At a
time when emotions have been
stifled and truth has been
forsaken, Dylan is on top,
singing of the fire burning
within us all. The 70's are here
at last.

John Dawson Winter III
by Johnny Winter

Writer of:
DELTA DAWN REUBEN JAMES

Tuesday, March 25
8 P.M.
Student Union Ballroom
PLUS

"JERICO HARP"

Johnny Winter has gone
schizo. This lightning-fast blues
guitarist overcame heroin
addiction, rock stardom and
crass commerciality, and his
work has not (yet) suffered as a
result. The raunchy rock'n'roll
feel is still alive and kicking,
and Johnny's vocals are as
gritty as his guitar is quick. But
in order to achieve a vast
audience, Johnny has lowered
the standards a bit.
John Dawson Winter III (the
cover is a great gag — Johnny
decked out in a tux) is the most
accessible of Johnny's works,
but, unfortunately, it is not his
best. Still, Johnny has attained
maturity long after other
rock'n'rollers have bit the dust.

24 Hrs. Service, Wherever You Are!

MW

Lark«
1ST AVE N AT ROBERTS ST
PHONE 293 5600

s>
•Jo

^

'oys
to

A modern
suspense
story from the
author of
"Rosemary's Baby."
Every man dreams of having the "perfect" wife.
The men of Stepford have done something about it.
something that changes women into
NOTE
No one
seated
dur ing the
last ten
minutes.

&Stepford
'ives.
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Vince Jackson experiences Moorhead State
Cautious to whom he talked to
at first, he still had little trouble
making friends, although some
people were "downright nasty"
to him at first, even though he
says that was the exception, not
the rule here.

By Jim Thielman

He is brash enough to tell you
he was nothing short of a star
when he played high school
athletics and, with 14 letters in
four sports at King George High
School, King George, VA, to his
credit, Vince Jackson's
statement just might be valid.
But when he admits he is no
college track star, his
brashness turns to honesty.
"I always wanted to be a
professional track runner," he
recalls, "but now I know I'm not
fast enough. I was allconference in high school and
that was a pretty big deal. In
high school athletics are a good
thing, but when I gotto college I
realized if you don't study you
don't get anywhere."
A basketball and football
player at Germanna Junior
College at Fredricksburg, VA,
before transferring to
Moorhead State College in 1972,
Jackson almost did not even go
to college.
With a hunger for travel,
Jackson throught college life
was not for him so he and a
couple of friends planned to join
the Air Force. "I chickened out
at the last minute," he con
cedes. He would still like a
traveling occupation when he
graduates but says in the ser
vice there is too
much
traveling, "and to the wrong
places at that."
Jackson discovered college
was not as bad as he envisioned
at Germanna and he relished

Relaxing in his room, Vince Jackson ponders a reporter's question. Photo
by Bruce Crummy,

the possibility of continuing his
athletic career. But a year of
racial and community problems
left a sour taste in the young
black man's mouth and he
decided to move on.
"I went to my advisor and
told him I wanted to go to a good
journalism school. We picked
about 10 and MSC was one of
them." Jackson turned down a
few scholarships because he
disliked the campuses or
locations and decided on MSC

because of the quality track
program and the location. "I'd
never been that far north before
and I was curious," he says.
"I always pictured Moorhead
as being a big city," he con
tinues. "I was surprised it was
so small. My flight came in at
night," he says, rejecting that
as being the reason he was
impressed with the campus. "It
was not too big or too small. It's
a nice community to raise a
family in and the people grow
on you."

Now in their sixth quarter of
partnership, Jackson says they
have gradually drifted apart
because of personal interests,
but they still are and always
have been conscious of each
other's feelings.

"The thing about people out
As Jackson lists his numerous
East is if they're prejudiced likes, including dancing, tennis,
against blacks they tell you, s w i m m i n g a n d h o r s e b a c k
here they try to hide it. They try riding, Osborne enters, picking
to be nice to you, but you can tell up the drift of the conversation.
they're watching what they say, "Have you mentioned the one
they're afraid they might slip that starts with 'w'?" he asks
and say something wrong."
innocently.
Any doubt of Jackson's
"Now wait a minute!"
prejudices are erased when his Jackson cries, shielding a grin
roommate, Steve Osborne (jr- w i t h h i s p i l l o w " M a n I ' m
St. Louis Park), enters the ruined."
room. Osborne is white.
With relentless prodding, he
agrees to talk about the subject.
"The first time when I was "I know people think I'm a
running time trials I really felt woman chaser, but I'm not," he
alone," he recalls, but Steve confesses. "I just like to make
and Line Woodbury (jr-White friends. I hold friendship highly.
Bear Lake) came up and in If I've trusted somebody and
troduced themselves." Osborne discover he's backstabbing me,
and Jackson began to jog I cut him loose. But what male
together and their friendship in his right mind wouldn't want
grew.
to make friends with women?"
"That summer I got a letter
A short distance and relay
from Steve and he was won
dering if we could room man for the Dragons he admits
together and I said sure. I'd he likes Head Coach Ron
never been that close to any Masanz's coaching style
white dude before. It was just because he shows no favoritism,
like Brian Piccolo and Gale always runs the best man for a
Sayers," he says, referring to particular meet, regardless of
the first two men to integrateas who it may be, and lets the man
roommates on the Chicago be an individual.
Bears pro football team. "The
"I think most people in track
first two quarters it was
Jackson and Osborne, Jackson feel they're contributing," he
and Osborne, we were always observes, because track is an
individual sport as well as a
together."
team one. I think trackhasmore
finesse and poise than football
and requires a lot of selfdiscipline. I feel I get better
grades during the season
because track is a two-quarter
State College. There is just one sport, starting in the winter
way to prepare for this type of with practice, so I have to work
season and that's with a harder to keep my grades up. A
challenging
p r e s e a s o n student in sports with bad
grades, well, it makes it look
schedule.
bad for the sport."
"The guys are very deter
Despite the primarily white
mined and willing to work. We F-M community, Jackson says
are a little less talented this he is not very color-conscious,
year but we're working hard, but he can be made to be.
even though we hold those "Some people here had never
morning practices. We are seen a black person before they
really looking for continued go to college and they would
improvement,"
s t r e s s e d come up to me and ask me what
Bromme.
it is like to be black. It didn't
bother me, though, because
Bidding for spots on the team they're showing their ignorance
a r e R o b e r t A g a ( s o - and it meant I must be in
Alexandria), Jon Buringrud teresting to them."
(sr-Thief River Falls), Mark "People are kind of a problem
C a r e y ( f r - E d e n P r a i r i e ) , ... no, a puzzle. I like to sit back
Dargan, Dave Dobmeier (sr- and watch them. When I walk to
Barnesville), Mike Dyste (jr- class I like to look people dead
Minnetonka) and David Flauin in the face because their
(fr-Eden Prairie).
reactions tell me a lot."

'early birds' take practice swings
By Jerry Hanson

Imagine waking up at 7 a.m.
and hustling over to Nemzek
Hall to chase tennis balls in the
Fieldhouse. It may sound
strange, but, if you are one of
the 16 men competing in In
tercollegiate Tennis at
Moorhead State College, it has
become a way of life.
One interested onlooker,
Coach Bob Bromme, does not
see the early practices as a
disadvantage.
"We used to practice in the

evening but that became a
problem. Nemzek was always
full with high school track
meets and other events so
consequently, we could only
meet a couple times a week.
The early morning time is the
only other time available for
our needs so that's when we
practice."
Many of the players have
learned to like the early time
slot. It allows those who wish to
hold a job in the early evening
or late afternoon, an aop-
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625 Center Ave., MHD.
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portunity that other sports
rarely permit. Once the
players get accustomed to the
idea, it no longer poses a
problem. At least it did not last
spring.
Last year's efforts brought
about a third-place finish for the
Dragon's in the Northern In
tercollegiate Conference,(NIC),
They compiled an 8 and 4
record. This season, led by
returning lettermen Bob
Dargan (so-Bovey) and Captain
TonyMertes (jr-Breckenridge),
there are hopes for a higher
finish in the 6-team conference.
Despite the fact there is no
money for tennis scholarships,
the Dragonshave not suffered a
losing season in Coach Bromme's five years as coach.
One thing they have suffered
from is the condition of the
outdoor courts. "Those courts
are terrible. We haven't had an
outdoor meet on them for six
years," remarked Bromme.
The young squad faces a
tough schedule this spring. Only
a week and a half after its first
meet, it hosts conference
preseason favorite, St. Cloud

Also, John Hilgers (soMoorhead), Doug Johnson (frJamestown), Karl Lindgren (frGreenway of Coleraine),
Mertes, Scott Rued (fr-West
Fargo, ND), Paul Sanderson
(fr-Fergus Falls), Larry
Scheier (sr-Enderlin, N.D.),
Wade Schmidt (jr-Appleton),
and Kevin Whipple (fr-Edina).

Answering the phone he tells
the caller, without a hint of
hesitation, he will be there in a
second and hangs up. "I've got
to get some gas for a friend
whose car ran out,
wanna
come?"
It pays to have a friend who
will give you that extra lift when
you run out of gas.
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Rec Center attempts to
keep MS students happy
By Jerry Hanson

Remember forking over those
bucks for union fees? Bet you
did not know part of that money
went to the Recreation Center
for operational costs. That
means you are entitled to use it.
Have you?

Sunday 8 to 10 p.m. leagues.
Deadlines for sign-up is the first
day on which the league meets.
Play begins Sunday March 23.
Benefits to the bowlers in the
5-week long leagues include a
discount card enabling the
bearer to bowl anytime at 30
cents a game. Plans are being
made for a post-season party at
Gooseberry Park, also.

Located in the Comstock
Memorial Union,the Rec Center
offers a variety of activities to
keep customers happy. You
probably noticed the "free
Along that same bowling
g a m e o f b o w l i n g ' ' thought, the staff of the Rec,
advertisement in last week's headed by Bruce Chambers, is
(March 13) Advocate. They in the early stages of planning a
plan to continue the special for program to make available to
at least two more weeks. While any student interested,
you are in there bowling that beginning bowling lessons at no
freebie you will probably see cost.
numerous posters about
bowling leagues.
Chambers and Student
Manager Bill Devine (jrThere are 13 leagues with Moorhead) have noticed the
openings left in all divisions: quality of Moorhead State's
men's, women's and mixed bowlers is not as high as other
couples. Days and times vary educational institutes. For this
with "mixed" openings on reason, Jim Houston (so-Edina)
Mondays and Thursdays at 5, 7 is currently devising a program
and 9 p.m. Men's vacancies are to better this situation.
on Wednesday at 5 p.m. and
Sunday from 6 to 8 p.m. More
Tentatively titled the
women are needed to fill the Competitive Sports Program, it
Tuesday 5 and 7 p.m. and calls for a certain number of

Badminton Team upholds
perfect log in conference
By Janna Quitney

Badminton. The word con
jures up visions of summers
past. It was a simple children's
game then. Seeing how long you
could keep the shuttlecock in
play, making contact with your
racket and gazing at the bird as
it arced lazily toward the sun,
suddenly nosediving earthward.
It was just a children's game.
First impressions may be
misleading, however, and
things often turn out to be only
what you make them. Ask any
badminton purist about the
sport and he'll tell you that it is
a game of power and strategy.
To play a good game of bad
minton requires strength, en
durance, agility and cleverness.
Interest in badminton has
been growing at Moorhead
State College. It had become a
popular intramural sport and
classes offered on the game are
becoming more and more
crowded.
The most serious prac
titioners of the sport at MSC are
WEDDING
INVITATIONS and
ANNOUNCEMENTS,
NAPKINS,
BRIDAL BOOKS,
ACCESSORIES
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the 11 members of the Women's
Intercollegiate
Badminton
team. They include singles
players Sharon Harrington (srMoorhead), Joan Moses (f~Detroit Lakes) and Ji
Reinert (so-Watertown) and
doubles players Gail Anderson
(so-St. Paul), Ellen Bielejeski
(so-Holdingford), Kaye Gytri
(jr-Glyndon), Paula Harvey (frWayzata), Carol Marquart (frAppleton), Val Nelson (soBreckenridge), Jean Pinske
(so-Gary) and Sue Vetsch (srAlbertville).
Coached by Viola Powell and
Assistant Mike Nider, the team
has combined strategy and the
development of strong offensive
and defensive play to earn the
MinnKota Conference mark of
4-0. They have won a total of 16
matches to their opponents'
seven. Both Harrington and
Gytri carry undefeated records.
The MSC Team is favored to
take top honors in the MinnKota
Conference Championship Meet
at Concordia on March 25.

students, both men and women,
to be chosen each year to be
taken under the wings of some
of the better bowlers on campus
and developed to a point where
they can compete with other
colleges and universities.
As far as competition for the
student who seeks only fun is
concerned, on April 5 and 6
there will be a pro-type men's
bowling tournament. A limit of
30 participants h§s been set.
Other upcoming tournaments
include: whist, pinochle
(possibly), foosball and a 14-1
pool event.
Besides bowling, pool and
foosball facilities, table tennis,
air hockey, pinball machines,
cards and quiet games
available.
The break-even operation of
the Rec Center is to the
students' advantage. "We're
not here to rip off the students "
says Chambers. "Ideally, the
Center would be free, but the
income taken in here supports
the rest of the Union. We want to
improve all students — any
student who walks into the
Center. That's why we're here,"
he adds.
A few days this spring will be
free days for the student use.
But sooner yet, March 20, in
conjunction with the SUPB
sponsored Caesar's Palace, the
center will be open from 9 p.m.
to 2 a.m. and everything is . . .
FREE!

another MSC first Friday

MSC notches sixth NIC Title
By MaryAnn Young
Moorhead State College has
extended its reign over the
Northern Intercollegiate
Conference (NIC) track scene
by once again capturing the NIC
Indoor Championship.
The MSC tracksters racked
up 107V2 points to claim its sixth
straight championship. St.
Cloud State College, in second
place, was held to 64 points by
the tough Dragons.
Three conference records
were broken by the Dragons in
their 29th straight indoor win.
Bob Jappe (sr-Amiret), named
Most Valuable Trackman at the
Conferene meet, set two con
ference records in the 60-yard
high and intermediate hurdles.
Clocked at :07.3 in the high
hurdles, Jappe's time of :07.0 in
the intermediates also set a
fieldhouse record and a
Moorhead State indoor mark.

jump. Scarbrough equalled the
Dragon indoor record of 23-3 in
the long jump set by Paul
Gorsche in 1970.
John Tiemann (jr-St. Paul)
took first place in the mile run
while teammate Bob Berscheid
(sr-Grey Eagle) took the top
spot in the 1000. Two more firsts
were added to the Dragon cause
by Dwight Carlson (jr-Twin
Valley ) in the 600-yard and Jim
Gravalin (jr-Moorhead) in the
300.
The Dragon sprint relay team
comprised of Gravalin, Jim
Kanne (jr-Ortonville), Vince
Jackson (jr-King George, VA)
and Greg Moss (Miami, FL)
captured first place.
Moorhead's mile relay team
made up of Carlson, Tim
Woodbury (fr-White Bear
Lake), Steve Osborne (jrMinneapolis) and John Thorvilson (fr-Robbinsdale) finished
off the MSC scoring taking the
final first place.

Moorhead State College is
Mike Francis (sr-Austin)
holding its first indoor in captured first in the 2-mile run
vitational track meet for with a 9:11.7 time to set another
The Dragons next scheduled
women Friday (March 21) in conference record. Ken Scar- meet is
March 27 against
Alex Nemzek Fieldhouse.
brough (sr-Thorndike, ME) Concordia College in the City of
Admission is free to the meet, took two firsts for the Dragons MoorheaoCbampionship at Alex
w h i c h h a d a t t r a c t e d in the long jump and the triple
Nemzek Fieldhouse.
registrations from 15 area high
schools by Advocate press time
on March 19.
Field events are scheduled to
begin at 10:30 a.m. and running
events at 11:30 a.m.

Bob Fritz Sporting Goods

The Minnesota
Historical Society
invites
applications for

Brings You Intramural News
MEN'S - WOMEN'S - CO-ED

SLOW PITCH
SOFTBALL

Tour Guides

To work part-time, May
31-Sept. 1, at the Comstock
H i s t o r i c H o u s e in
Moorhead.
Contact the House Mgr.
b e f o r e April 1 if i n t e r e s t e d .

Phone 233-0848
or 233-1772
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Pat Hanlon (so-Bag ley) is off and running in the mile run, one event in the
Northern Intercollegiate Conference track meet held at Nemzek Fieldhouse
March 15. Photo by Ross Collins.

supplyco.

in Fargo since 1911
8th St. & N.P. Avenue

Registraion Opens
March 19, Closes April 3
Play will begin as soon as possible.

For All Spring Sports Equipment
SHOP BOB FRITZ

SPORTING GOODS

DOWNTOWN FARGO — 237-9194

Holiday Mall
612 N.P. Ave.
City Center

Moorhead
Fargo
Fergus Falls

Win one of
6 cashprizes
totalling
$700by
creating any
cancoction
with
Grain Belt
beer cans.
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Judges.

t's time to start rounding up all your cantented, cantemptuous
and canscientious friends (even the big man on canpus)
to help you canvass the area for Grain Belt beer cans. You can win
one of 6 cash prizes just by shaping them into any cancoction
in Grain Belt's "Make Your Own Cancoction" Contest.
You can make something African or Early American.
Cantonese or Tropican. A cantaloupe. A canary. Even the Grand
Canyon. Anything your imagination can canceive.
So start building your Grain Belt cancoction now.
You could be a winning candidate.
(Remember, only Grain Belt cans can be used in your
cancoction. Anything else is uncanny.)

i iim > <•> \<•>)<•> )<»•>
Prizes and Trophies.

Cantankerous canine from Canberra

The judging date, time, and place are to be
announced at a later date. All entries must be
present to win.
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Prizes to be awarded in each contest area.

•

$ 3 0 0 P R I Z E a n d t r o p h y -The neatest cancoction.
$200 PRIZE and trophy-The largest cancoction.
$100 PRIZE and trophy - The most beautiful cancoction.
$50 PRIZE and trophy - The most original cancoction.
2-$25 PRIZES - Honoidble mention.
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candid shot of a cow.
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Our canpaign for ecology.
When you start collecting those Grain Belt cans for your cancoction, you're really starting your own
canpaign for ecology. That's because you're helping to fight litter in your area.
And Grain Belt's ready to do its part, too. In order to insure a cleaner environment, all cancoctions will be picked up by your local Grain Belt distributor and taken to the nearest recycling center.

Rules.

Belt Beer cans (Golden, Premium)
1. Only Grain Belt
may be used in your cancoction.
2. All participants must be of legal
drinking age.
3. Registration can be
made on an official
entry blank or by putting your name, address,
town, zip code, and phone number on a
3" x 5" index card. You must indicate which
contest area you will be entering based upon
those listed below. Mail your registration to:
"Cancoction Contest"
Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.
1215 N.E. Marshall, Minneapolis, MN 55413
Entrants must be present at the time of
judging to win.
Employees of Grain Belt Breweries, Inc.,
its distributors or advertising agency and mem
bers of immediate families are ineligible.
All prizes will be awarded.
You can build more than one cancoction.
But each cancoction may be entered in only
one contest area.
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I Name_

City_
-Zip-

StateI Phone
J

—

I will be entering in the following contest area

• (circle one).

|

Mpls./St. Paul

Winona

Marshall

Mankato

Fargo/

Grand Forks

St. Cloud

Moorhead

Brookings

Duluth/
Superior

Bemidji
Northfield

Vermillion

I The judging date, time, and place to be announced.

1975 Grain Belt Breweries, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.

